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Humans are SOCIAL
• Humans evolved in complex groups comprised of kin and non-kin.
• Social life involves conflict, which can favour enhanced socio-cognitive abilities, e.g.:
• to recognise others and relationships between others;
• to know who is dominant to whom;
• to anticipate others’ behaviours, beliefs and intentions (theory of mind).

Dunbar & Schultz 2017 Phil. Trans. Roy Soc B.

Forms of social conflict in human societies
• Lethal raiding
• Dominance competitions.
• Reputation damage, including witchcraft accusations, stigmatisation & gossip, leading
to ostracism, persecution, maybe death.

Macfarlan et al., 2014, PNAS; Boyer et al. 2015 Persp. Psych. Sci.; Gershman 2016; Mace et al. 2018 Nat. Hum. Behav.

Social conflict: common
Socialthemes
threats
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• Perpetrators use low-cost opportunities to harm targets.
• Targets can be singled out for belonging to different group, being ‘different’ (e.g.
disabled), being high / low status, and blamed for unlucky ‘accidental’ misfortunes.
• Individuals in human groups face a persistent, yet relatively unpredictable threat of being
selectively persecuted or singled out for harm by conspecifics. For some individuals / in
some environments, this threat may be greater than for others.
• Selection for psychological threat-detection mechanisms that anticipate, avoid or deflect
coalitional threat.

Avoiding social threat
•

Ability to predict the intentions and motives of others (their utility functions) can
help individuals avoid costly social conflict.

• But we observe behavior, not preferences.
• Behaviours often happen in ambiguous scenarios, leaving scope for variation and
error in intention attribution.
• Paranoia might result in systematic alterations in the way people estimate others’
utility functions. It also might be an adaptive response to environmental social
threat.
• Biased threat detection might be a feature not a bug (error-management).

Paranoia - definition
• Tendency to attribute hostile intentions to others when true intentions
are unknown or ambiguous.
• The most common presenting symptom of psychosis.
• But also common in the general population, ranging from mildly outof-proportion socio-evaluative concerns to frank paranoid delusions.

Freeman & Garety 2000 Brit. J. Clin. Psych; Freeman et al. 2010 Psych. Med.

Evidence
that
psychosis
is
linked
to
coalitional
psychology
Evidence that paranoia is linked to coalitional psychology
• Paranoia is predicted by environmental variables that signify social threat, including:

Being
victimised

Being bullied

Being low
status

Having a
small social
network

Being an
ethnic
minority

Shaikh et al., 2016 Psych. Res.; Kirkbride et al., 2008 J. Brit. Psych.; Gayer-Anderson & Morgan 2013 Epidem. Psych. Sci.

Evidence that paranoia is linked to coalitional psychology
• Paranoia is predicted by environmental variables that signify social threat, including:

lowas coalitional psychology
Being
bullied
BUT:Being
living at high ethnic
density
buffers againstBeing
this risk,
status
victimised
model would predict

Bosqui et al. 2014 Soc. Psych. Epidemiol.
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Experiments ask the following questions
Experiments
• Exp 1. Does pre-existing paranoia result in a bias towards inferring harmful intent in
social interactions?
• Exp 2. Does experimentally-induced social threat also bias estimates of others’ utility
functions?
• Exp 3. How do biased estimates of others’ utility functions affect responses to social
behaviour?

General approach General approach
• Participants recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk (online crowdsourcing platform, with
access to more diverse sample than possible when using undergraduate pool).
• Large N (> 2,000 participants per study); pre-registered predictions; open data and code.
• Assess people for trait paranoia, using Green et al. Paranoid Thoughts Scale.
• Test-retest method, where participants recalled ~10 days after psychometric test to take
part in experiment.
• Live social interactions, using game-theory paradigms.
• Statistical approach: multi-model selection with model averaging.

Measuring
Paranoia
Quantifying trait paranoia
Ideas of social reference

Ideas of persecution

e.g. People talking about me
behind my back upset me

e.g. I was sure someone
wanted to hurt me

General population mean: 48.8

Lowest
score: 32
The Green et al. Paranoid Thought Scales (2008)

Clinical mean: 101.9

Highest
score: 160

ask estimates
the following
questions
Exp 1: DoesExperiments
paranoia bias
of utility
functions?
• In social dilemmas, unfair behaviour can reflect selfinterest or a desire to harm the partner.
• Example utility function
• U (x , y) = x + ay
• Where x and y are payoffs to players x & y, and a
represents the weight x places on y’s payoff.
Raihani & Bell 2017 Scientific Reports

• a = -1 implies x prefers to maximise payoffs relative to y
• a = 1 implies x prefers to maximise joint payoffs
• a = 0 implies x prefers to maximise individual payoffs

Study
1.
Method
Experiment 1. Method
• N = 3,229 people (53 % female; age: 18-80 years).
• Step 1: Green et al. Paranoid Thoughts Scale -> trait paranoia.
• Step 2: Measure how trait paranoia affects attribution of harmful intentions versus
attributions of self-interest to partner in Dictator Game.

The
Social
Interaction
The Dictator Game
• The Dictator Game (Kahneman et al.
1986).
Dictator

$0.50

fair
(send half)

selfish
(keep all)

Participant

$0.25
$0.00

• Motives underpinning dictator decisions
are ambiguous with respect to harmful
intent and could reflect Dictator’s desire
to:
or

• earn more money (self-interest)
• prevent partner from getting any
money (harmful intent)

Study
1. self
Measuring
Attributions
of (i)
interestsocial
and representations
(ii) intent to harm
• Participant assigned to role of receiver / uninvolved observer
• Dictator makes decision (fair / selfish)
• Participant asked to make two separate ratings (slider scales of 0-100) about the extent
to which they believe the dictator’s decision is motivated by:
• “Desire to earn more money” (self-interest)
• “Desire to reduce your (the other person’s) bonus” (harmful intent)

Study
1.
Results
Experiment 1. Results
• Mean paranoia score = 50.7 ± 0.47; range 32-160 (Green et al. mean: 48.8 ± 1.00).

N = 3,229

Raihani & Bell 2017 Scientific Reports
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Unfair dictator
Fair dictator
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• ↑ self-interest & ↑ harmful intent
when responding to unfair partners.
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• No fairness x paranoia interaction on
harmful intent attribution.
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Study
1.
Conclusions
and
Implications
Experiment 1. Summary
• Pre-existing paranoia results in higher attributions of harmful intent for the same
outcomes -> suggests a bias in estimates of others’ utility functions.
• Paranoia reflects over-perception of hostile intent specifically, rather than more
general negative social evaluations of others (paranoia doesn't affect judgements of
self-interest).
• “Live” paranoid ideation is generally labile (everyone attributes more harmful intent to
unfair dictators; no fairness x paranoia interaction).

Exp 2: DoesExperiments
experimental
threat bias
utility
ask social
the following
questions
function estimations?
• How does experimental social threat affect hostile intent attributions in ambiguous
settings?
• How does pre-existing paranoia interact with social threat to affect hostile intent
attributions?

Studies
3-5.
Social
threat
and
paranoia
Experiment 2. Method
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• N = 2,030 people (58 % female; age: 18-98 years; a new sample to Exp 1).
• Step 1: Green et al. Paranoid Thoughts Scale -> trait paranoia.
• Mean paranoia score: 54.8 ± 0.57 (range: 32-160).
• Social threat manipulations: (a) interact with someone higher status; (b) interact with
political adversary.

Study
3.
Social
status
and
paranoia
Experiment 2a. Social status manipulation
Think of the ladder below as representing where people stand in
your country.
At the top of the ladder are the people who are the best off those who have the most money, the most education and the
most respected jobs. At the bottom are the people who are the
worst off - those who have the least money, the least education
and the least respected jobs, or no job. The higher up you are on
this ladder, the closer you are to the people at the very top; the
lower you are on this ladder, the closer you are to the people at
the very bottom.
Where would you place yourself on this ladder?
Adler et al. 2000 Health Psych.

Study
3.
Social
status
and
paranoia
Experiment 2a. Social status manipulation

• Participants provide subjective social status.
• Mean SSS score: 5.01 ±0.0 (range: 1-10)
• Participants matched to dictator who is lower /
same / higher subjective status.
• Participants infer whether dictators motivated by
(i) self-interest and (ii) harmful intent (as before).
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Experiment 2a. Results
• Trait paranoia predicted harmful intent attribution
(effect: 0.43, CI: 0.19, 0.67) but not attributions of selfinterest.
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Study
4.
Group
membership
and
paranoia
Experiment 2b. Group membership manipulation

• Participants (US-based) rate their political ideology (0=liberal; 100=conservative).
• Slight liberal bias (mean: 41.8 ± 0.67; range = 0-100).
• Participants matched with dictator of same / different political ideology.
• Rate dictator’s (i) self-interest and (ii) harmful intentions (as before).
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Experiment 2b. Results
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2. Summary
1. Conclusions and Implications
• Increasing paranoia associated with increasing attributions of harmful intent but no
effect on attributions of self interest (2 x replications of Exp 1 result).
• Paranoid thinking can be dialed up and down in response to social threat (social threat
increases harmful intent attributions in most subjects).
• Paranoia seems to reflect a lower baseline for detecting social threat, rather than
impaired reactivity to it (no paranoia x social threat interaction on harmful intent
attribution in any experiment).

ExperimentExperiments
3: How do ask
biased
estimatesquestions
of utility
the following
functions affect social behaviour?
• Previous work suggests that paranoia is
associated with increased aggressive /
hostile / violent tendency, but the factors
mediating this effect are unclear.
• Is increased aggression in paranoia
mediated by paranoid people’s perceptions
that others intend them harm?

Raihani & Bell 2017 Psychological Medicine

Conflict in Paranoia
Experiment 3: Method

Dictator

The Dictator Game

•
Receiver

Give?

$X

$0.00

Dictator motives are ambiguous
Selfishness can reflect (i) greed or (ii) harmful intent

Paranoia predicts increased
attribution of harmful intent (but
not self-interest) in the DG (Raihani
& Bell 2017).

Conflict in Paranoia
Experiment 3. Method

Dictator

The Dictator Game

•
Receiver

Punish?

$X

•

$0.00

•
•

Paranoia predicts increased
attribution of harmful intent (but
not self-interest) in the DG (Raihani
& Bell 2017).
Punishment depends on beliefs
about the target’s intentions as
well as outcomes.
Does paranoia increase punitive
tendency?
Is this mediated by harmful
intent attribution?

Conflict in Paranoia
Experiment 3. Results
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• We also found that paranoia is positively
correlated with ‘negative social potency’
which measures how much people enjoy
being ‘cruel, callous and using others for
personal gain.’
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• Tendency to punish is mediated by negative
social potencyà people who enjoy harming
others also punish more.

Future
work
planned
Overall summary
• Humans are social and have an evolutionary history of dealing with threats from
conspecifics.
• Selection can favour mechanisms that attempt to anticipate / deflect these threats by
inferring unseen intentions/preferences from observed behavior.
• Uncertainty in perception means intention attribution is error-prone. Might be biased
towards over-estimating harmful intent – this might be the basis of paranoia.
• Paranoia responds to experimentally-induced social threat and affects social behavior.
• Can this evolutionary perspective help us to understand where risk factors for clinical
paranoia and how to treat it?

Future
work
planned
Bibliography for papers, data & code.
• Exp 1: Raihani & Bell (2017) Paranoia and the social representation of others: a largescale game theory approach. Scientific Reports 7, 4544.
• Exp 2a & b: Saalfeld et al. (2018) Experimentally-induced social threat increases
paranoid thinking. PsyArXiv: https://psyarxiv.com/jxkv3/
• Exp 2c: Greenburgh et al. (2018) Paranoia and conspiracy: group cohesion increases
harmful intent attribution in the Trust Game. PsyArXiv: https://psyarxiv.com/mgzjr/
• Exp 3: Raihani & Bell (2017) conflict and cooperation in paranoia: a large-scale
behavioural experiment. Psychological Medicine, 76, 1-11.
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